Dave Goldberg on music
Core strategic assumptions:

Music is becoming a purely digital product. A digital- only recorded music company will be a much
more profitable one after one-off restructuring costs. It will have lower revenue and higher margins. Its
revenue will be very stable and grow with the overall digital music market growth. It will be a much
more valuable company with its revenue base solidly coming from subscription and ad revenue. It will
be valued like music publishing companies or cable channels, not like recorded music companies
today. Margins for recorded music should eventually be above 40% on that lower but growing
revenue base.

Catalog provides 50% of the revenue and 200% of the profits of recorded music. This has generally
been the case for the other recorded music companies when the analysis was correctly done. The
correct analysis requires including reissues, live albums, greatest hits releases in catalog. Catalog
needs to be defined much more broadly to include all music that hasn¹t been created in the last 2
years- EMI used to call the Beatles releases “new music” even though they clearly weren¹t under a
new album contract. In addition, streaming revenues tend to be more heavily weighted to catalog.
Pandora and Spotify are probably 65% catalog under this definition. Licensing and synch revenue are
mostly catalog as well. Therefore, if Sony Recorded Music (ex-Japan) is doing $250MM in EBITDA
today, catalog is probably generating approximately $500 MM and the new release business, which is
98% of the headcount, is losing $250MM per year. The catalog is also primarily generating this
revenue off “deep” catalog that is at least 5 years old or older. The great classics of pop music are
stable earners, much like the consistent songs that generate most of the music publishing revenues.

With catalog providing the base profits, new releases need to be cut back dramatically to the point
where the new business either breaks even or loses a small amount of money (justified by the long
term catalog income stream of those songs). Thus, if the new release business is oriented towards
building new deep catalog, it changes the entire process from trying to pick big hits to safely getting
some good music out that has longevity. This will bias new releases to genres like rock and country
that typically have had strong catalog. These also happen to be the genres that don’t have expensive
producers so more music can be created for the same A&R dollars. The record company needs to act
like a music publisher for new releases- putting up very little money but not trying to hold artists for
long contract periods or to keep as much of the revenue. Advances would be $50k with a 40%
revenue share after the advance. Losses in new releases are generally driven by expensive fixed
headcount and built-in marketing costs for new releases that don’t pay off. The new release business
budget, employees and capital need to be ring-fenced from the catalog so that it stands on its own
with a Lifetime Value assessment of the capital deployed. Most fixed headcount in new releases will
need to be eliminated, artists will need to be paid quickly and transparently, deals will need to be
simple and fair and catalog replenishment is the only goal of the new release business. Artist
contracts that have large fixed marketing costs will need to be restructured or sold off as there will no
longer be headcount to do the work. New releases will be tested on consumers before added money
is spent to ensure that it isn’t wasted. In short, the new release business will become like an
independent label. Publishing and recorded music A&R should be combined to ensure that all

recorded music releases had a combined publishing deal and that you can capture the publishing
value from the catalog you create. Not all new publishing writers would be on recorded music
contracts but all new recorded music contracts should be combined with publishing.

Physical distribution is going away- it doesn’t need to be eliminated prematurely but it needs to follow
digital and not drive it. The record company will want to milk the physical CD business but not worry
about supporting retailers with credit to make quarterly numbers. Jamming product into the channel
needs to be eliminated and the digital business needs to be the priority.

Internationally, most local repertoire will probably have to be eliminated. The record company will
want to sell off the local repertoire or spin out the local labels and focus on English language
repertoire globally, unless there is some country that has managed to be profitable on its local
repertoire (i.e.Japan). This is a huge part of the cost base with very little value. Digital distributors do
not need local new release labels to work with as they are all regional or global players. International
local publishing repertoire will need to be evaluated but much of that cost and infrastructure shouldn’t
continue either.

Digital licensing strategy needs to change dramatically. The record company and the publishing
company need to understand the economics and the ecosystem of the DSPs and work to help them
grow profitably but also to ensure that there are multiple providers. Pandora should be incentivized to
build a subscription business, Spotify to enter the radio space, new entrants to have an advantage in
the beginning and much more international access to digital content. The simplest way to start would
be to offer Pandora, Spotify, Google, Amazon and others a new three year deal. This would be a 1015% premium over their expected payment for the 3 years but they would get unlimited use of the
music during that period. This would incent them to heavily invest in growing their user and revenue
bases because they would see improved margins on each incremental sub. Additionally, the record
company would make licenses transparent and simple for all new entrants while removing the price
setting constructs from on-demand subscription. If Netflix wanted to pay 200 MM per year to give all
of its 40MM subs a music subscription- that should be encouraged, not scoffed at. The goal for digital
is for subscription and ad based services to become the predominant means for people to access
music. These services need margin to attract capital to make the investment to grow their user bases.
This should help build more stable long-term revenue streams for both recorded music and
publishing.

Publishing needs to extract itself from the tax of the PROs (ASCAP, BMI). The technology is available
today to enable direct licensing of public performances for radio and TV- if the costs of the PROs was
shared equally between broadcasters and publishers, this could result in an incremental 7%-9%
revenue increase to publishers on the same base of content. In addition, record companies should be
able to get a US performance right for analog radio by pushing hard to move as many listeners to
digital radio as quickly as possible.

Headcount reductions will take time but after the restructuring period, it should be possible to run

Recorded Music with a few hundred people and the same for publishing. More investment will be
needed in technology for royalties, reporting and licensing content and revenue will certainly come
down on the recorded music side but the absolute and relative margin improvements should make up
for it.

It should be easy to double margins without much change- Warner now has an 18% OIBDA margin
on a lower revenue and publishing based compared to Sony’s 11%. But the goal is to get to a 40%
margin on the combined Sony Music business, albeit on lower revenue. This should be a growth
business that grows with the digital business and gets a substantial premium on its valuation because
of the margin, the stability of the cash flow and the growth. If the whole business had $587MM of
OIBDA on $5.4 B of revenue last year, it should get to $1.6B of OIDBA on $4B of revenue in 3 years.
This would be an almost 3X improvement in absolute earnings but would be a 4-5x increase in
valuation because of the margins and the growth tied to digital. The new business would be growing
10-20% annually with high margins.

